SHIRE OF AUGUSTA MARGARET RIVER
ORDINARY COUNCIL MEETING 10 JUNE 2020

ADDENDUM

11.2.6 CAPE LEEUWIN TRAIL – DEAD FINISH TO CAPE LEEUWIN

LOCATION/ADDRESS

Augusta

APPLICANT/LANDOWNER

Shire of Augusta Margaret River

FILE REFERENCE

ENV/93

REPORT AUTHOR

John McKinney, Coordinator Environment Landcare Services

AUTHORISING OFFICER

David Nicholson, Acting Director Sustainable Development and
Infrastructure

This addendum, published on 4 June 2020, provides minor amendments to dot point 4 and 5 of the ‘In
Brief’, and a revised recommendation. Omissions shown with strike through and additions shown with
underline.
REVISED IN BRIEF
• In June 2018 Council resolved to commission trail consultants, environmental reports and consider
Aboriginal Heritage requirements to undertake a feasibility analysis and prepare a concept plan for
extension of a coastal trail between Dead Finish and the Cape Leeuwin Lighthouse.
• There are significant environmental and cultural values identified through that assessment that were
presented to a Council briefing in February 2020.
• These values were discussed at an Augusta Interpretation Plan and Trails Community Reference
Group meeting in May 2020. The group indicated a preference to continue planning for a dual use
path rather than reducing the standard of the path.
• In May 2020, Council received a presentation from local Wadandi representatives who requested
Council engage in development of a “Healthy Country Plan” (HCP) for any site a range of sites
across the Shire is considering undertaking work on, including this area. The HCP would explore
all cultural and heritage values with local Wadandi people and determine the values of the site prior
to making any further decisions in relation to this project. This For this area, the HCP would be
funded by the Cape Leeuwin Trail project budget.
• Further investigation is required before the feasibility analysis can be completed and provided to
Council for consideration.
• In the interim, no further construction should take place until these issues are resolved.

REVISED RECOMMENDATION
That Council:
1. Notes the outcomes of the preliminary trail analysis, flora and fauna surveys, initial cultural
consultation and consultation with the Augusta Interpretation Plan and Trails Community Reference
Group;
2. Notes the need for a detailed archaeological and ethnographic survey;
3. Authorises the CEO to engage with Wadandi representatives and source relevant consultants to
undertake a Healthy Country Plan for the area from Dead Finish to the Cape;
4. Notes that no construction will occur in the 2020-21 financial year whilst this plan is being
developed; and
5. Receives the Healthy Country Plan once complete with the recommendations for the area.

